00:18:38 Joke Braeken: Hello All, welcome to today’s ccNSO Council Election Webinar
00:19:55 Pablo Rodriguez - (.pr) Puerto Rico: Good time of the day to all!
00:20:17 Demi Getschko: Hi all!
00:24:22 Marie-Noemie Marques: Helo everyone from Paris, France! greetings
00:24:47 Javier Rúa-Jovet: Because it’s awesome!
00:26:01 Javier Rúa-Jovet: Knowing ccNSO from the inside is an honor and a privilege.
00:37:26 David McAuley (Verisign): Thanks both. This is great information, thank you. We in NA region are lucky to have three excellent councilors.
00:39:52 David McAuley (Verisign): Thanks Pablo, for those comments on my question
00:42:23 Pablo Rodriguez - (.pr) Puerto Rico: Hi David, that was an excellent question.
00:53:45 David McAuley (Verisign): very informative – thanks Alejandra, Joke and all